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Background 

ò  Greater Makalali Private Game Reserve in South Africa 

ò  Large mammalian predators on enclosed reserves 
require active management (1) and display unique 
movement patterns (2) 

ò  How do these species disperse and affect one another? 

ò  Population demographic and spatial ecology studies 
essential to efficient management and conservation (3) 

ò  Ecotourism to reserves as important force to fund 
conservation work and conserve biodiversity (4) 



Purpose 
 ò To examine the distributions and behaviors of  

four native predator species living in a fenced 
reserve (GMPGR) and to assist Siyafunda 
Conservation and Wildlife on the reserve by: 

ò  analyzing movement and population size dynamics 

ò  creating GIS-based maps to visualize distributions 

ò  updating identification databases and family trees 

ò  providing information for future management 



Spotted Hyena (Crocuta crocuta) 

African Lion (Panthera leo) 

Cheetah (Acinonyx jubatus) 

Leopard (Panthera pardus) 
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http://www.firstcarrental.co.za/-kruger-
national-park-travel-guide.aspx 



Data Collection and Map Creation 
ò  Twice	  daily	  monitoring	  drives	  for	  6	  weeks	  

ò  GPS	  coordinates	  
ò  Date	  and	  :me	  
ò  Age	  and	  sex	  counts	  
ò  Habitat	  
ò  Kill	  data	  and	  SCI	  
ò  Mobility/direc:on	  
ò  Pride/individual	  mood	  

ò  Siyafunda’s	  historical	  data	  from	  2004	  to	  present	  
ò  Askari	  Wilderness	  Conserva:on	  Programme’s	  data	  
ò  Coded	  .csv	  files	  to	  represent	  data	  points	  
ò  Quantum	  GIS	  to	  create	  maps	  
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Example Questions and Maps 
1.  How separate are the home ranges held by each 

lion pride, and how variable are these home 
ranges? 

2.  Is there distinct avoidance among different 
predatory species in terms of  distribution? 
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Habitat Usage by Each of the 5 Lion Prides of GMPGR from 2007-2012 
Each home range is representat ive of 95% of the sightings of that pride, with the exception of the Twines pride in 2012 (10096). All lion 

sight ings that were not ident ified to belong to a certain pride were removed. This illustrates how pride ranges have shifted over the past 
6 years, as wel l as how prides have grown, split , and been eliminated. Prides are based on related adult females and thei r cubs. 

Home ranges (95% sight ings) 

Askari pride 

Zimbabwean pride 

~Twines pride 

Tembe pride 

D Makhutswi pride 

Sight ing Locat ions 

0 Askari sight ings 

• Zimbabwean sightings 

0 Twines sightings 

• Tembe sightings 

• Makhutswi sight ings 
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Cheetah Sightings in 2012 Contrasted with Male Lion nHome Ranges" 
Malt lion 'home nlll!ltS' displayed contain 95" af all sightings of that individual on GMPCR in 2012, 

although lndllllduill lion 5lghtlft9S are not displayed an this INP for- of vte.tng. All adult (heetah 
s!Ghllngs In 2012 are labeled with Slender of lndMdiW. A slight tendenc.y for male cheetahs to be 

found mare often ounlde of a male lion's range, rather than within It, (all be obse111ed. Tl11s tendenc.y Is 
not apparent with the female cheetah In 1be nonllwtst aru of the restrve. This lends support to 

&VOidanc.e between male lion and male cheetah, though It Is nat absolutely follawed. 

Cheetah Slghtlngs 

.& Male 

.& Female 

.A Unknown Sex 

Ranges of Male Lions 

0 Babula's range 

0 Askarl Subadult Cubs' range 

0 Gwala/Tembe's range 

D Xinpolr.o/Masana's range 



Other Patterns Assessed 
ò  Seasonal home range and movement 

ò  Pride response to addition/removal of  individuals 

ò  Patterns in kill locations and prey species chosen 

ò  Distributions of  predator species based on gender 

ò  Frequency and location of  co-ed predator sightings 
(signifying mating) 

ò  Many need additional data and monitoring 

 

	  



Implications and Future Work 
ò  Provided information for future research at Siyafunda 

and established Q-GIS as an efficient tool to visualize 
population distributions 

ò  Siyafunda’s genetically diverse predator populations 
support and assist other reserves to found new 
populations and support researchers at GMPGR (3) 

ò  Future expansion to connect more small reserves (3) 

ò  Increased my knowledge of  these mammalian systems 
and exposed me to field research in conservation biology 

ò  Created ideas for graduate study and returning to Africa! 
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Questions? 
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